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Abstract
This document is one of the parts of the electronic version of the PhD thesis by
SFM van Vlijmen  The goal of the PhD project was to get a better under
standing of the problems with the integration of formal specication technique in
the day to day software practice The approach followed was to execute a number
of projects in cooperation with industry on realistic cases
This document gives an abstract presentation of engineering in general then
focuses on e	orts goals ideas and techniques with respect to the engineering of
software Next a comprehensive overview of formal specifation technique is given
Finally seven hypotheses are presented about the role of formal specication tech
nique in software engineering
Software and in the broader sense computerbased systems are considered
artefacts in this thesis despite the fact that some people argue that computers
cannot be classied as the archetypal artefact that we have been accustomed
to ever since the rst celt and tree branch tools 
The systematic development and construction of artefacts is called en
gineering Engineering comprises rational and conventional approaches en
dorsed by scientic results to solve problems that may arise in this engineering
process As our tenet is 	software is an artefact
 software engineering is there
fore the systematic development and construction of software I realize that
forms of software construction currently appear that seem less rigid for ex
ample genetic algorithms However in this thesis conventional engineering
prevails It remains the most important approach with plenty of room for
improvement Please note that for the sake of simplicity I will mainly discuss
software After all in a discussion at a more or less abstract level as in this
thesis it does not matter whether algorithms are embedded put in silicon or
freewired relays
c
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In a technical discipline mathematics is used or developed for the mod
elling and analysis of the artefacts In software engineering a signicant part
of this apparatus is often referred to as 	the formal methods
 A typical item of
study in this eld is the formal specication language Because I consider the
term 	formal method
 oblique I will address the eld as 	formal specication
technique
 just as in 	aviation technique
 This choice of terminology will be
discussed in detail in Section 
The software engineering process does not always run as smoothly as one
would like Nevertheless it is currently becoming clear that there are parties
that produce software for complex tasks which meet all 	internal
 quality stan
dards eg Maintainability which respect 	external
 qualities such as plan
ning and budgets and do not depend heavily on the use of formal specication
technique ie it is used on a very modest scale
A wellknown example is the space shuttle software This observation
releases me from the task of delving into the riddles and myths of software
engineering problems which have evaporated in a sense Furthermore in the
conclusion it allows me to see how formal approaches can help do even a
better job and how formal specication technique may t in
This chapter explains the context of my work on the application of alge
braic specication techniques and elaborates on the hypotheses In Section
 I begin with a short survey of engineering in general what are the pro
cesses patterns of activities and terminology Then in Section  I discuss
some common targets in software engineering at various levels of abstraction
Approaches to the targets are discussed in short in Section  One of these
is the formal approach of which a short overview is presented The chapter
nishes with Section  in which a presentation is given of the hypotheses to
be tested
The material in this introduction on activities and engineering patterns
enables me to characterize and position the cases In the conclusion this helps
to identify where I did and did not carry out experiments This together with
the material on software engineering targets structures the discussions on the
contributions of formal work and where and when to use formal specication
technique
 Engineering and software engineering
The separation of specication and implementation is typical of the engineer
ing approach a rational search for possible solutions plus some kind of solution
analysis before implementation in the form of a new product The engineering
of computerbased systems is the engineering of systems in which computers
form the major part of the system as well as the major engineering challenge
Strictly speaking software engineering is the subdiscipline that focuses solely
on software  However software is generally associated with the solu
tion to a problem Computers are subordinate Therefore I prefer to speak

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about software engineering as stated above
The chaos seems complete when one considers the horrifying number of
activities and products discussed presented and reported on in popular com
puter magazines The eld is far from stable New challenges appear eg re
verse engineering New applications arise eg telecommunication networks
and multimedia In the words of Ghezzi et al software engineering is an
emerging discipline  Nevertheless there is a number of common patterns
in the way in which we construct things and think about the problems related
to them In this section I present some of these patterns Although this ma
terial is included in many texts on software engineering eg  it is
often obscured by discussions on applications tools and domain terminology
In the very clear and highly readable book by RJ Wieringa  the material
is presented precisely at the level of abstraction I sought The presentation
in this section has been greatly inspired by and structured according to his
work
 Systems
A popular notion in technical and even social communication is that of a
	system
 In fact this topic has popped up several times in the introductory
text of the thesis The term occurs separately but it has also specialized
appearances in the words operating system data base system social security
system and safety system 	System
 is the usual general term for computer
and softwarebased artefacts Despite this it is dicult to dene the notion of
a system because it hinges directly on our perception of the world around us
Hence it is subjective and axiomatic something the reader can easily discover
on his own by looking up the denitions presented in wellknown books on
software engineering At the risk of eliciting an avalanche of comments I
feel this chapter would be incomplete without addressing this basic notion
Sommerville denes a system as follows 
A system is a collection of interrelated components that work together to
achieve some objective
Wieringa puts it this way 
A system is dened as any actual or possible part of reality that if it exists
can be observed
Together the denitions bring about a number of primordial issues that I will
discuss now and that I will use in the rest of this chapter The rst denition
makes clear that a system can be decomposed in smaller parts or components
Another term which is often used for such a part is 	subsystem
 Furthermore
the denition includes the idea that the system as a whole tries to achieve
some objective This objective is a solution to some need generated by the
environment in which the system operates This is important with respect to
the question of why a system exists and with reference to engineering why
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it is built The second denition is less mundane It states that a system is
an observable part of the world something with which interaction is possible
Furthermore it extends the notion of a system to include projected systems
Suppose we isolate a part of the world Wieringa denes the boundary of a
system as the set of all possible interactions between the environment and the
system Behaviour is then dened as the way the interactions are performed
over time Thus observation forms the basis for a general view of systems
When we accept this idea as I do in this thesis it comes then as no surprise
that behaviour is in principle orthogonal to system decomposition This is
an important concept when the structure of engineering activities is discussed
in Section 
 Product development
In this section I will discuss the life cycle of systems as well as some gen
eral and fundamental rational procedures used by people to achieve targets
following the product life cycle Then a framework is presented that puts
structure to the tasks that lead from a concept to a design based on a system
decomposition and an instantiation of a rational procedure
The notions presented in this section are conventional or closely related
to conventional management and engineering concepts The central idea is
that artefact production is a rational process ie the world is ordered and
predictable to some extent and based on proper observations rational deci
sions can be made in order to steer a development process In particular one
can make design decisions and select between potential solutions on the basis
of knowledge about the world and from results gathered through analysis
Two typical product life cycles are depicted in one scheme in Figure 
The activities concerning the marketoriented life cycle are printed empha
sized  and those for the clientoriented activities are printed in typed text
The dierences between the cycles stem from the origin of the needs ie a
specic client versus an anonymous client represented by a marketing depart
ment and furthermore piecemeal production and no marketing versus series
production and marketing Although we talk about the product life cycle
it is not a product that goes around The cycle is followed by the concepts
ideas knowledge and specications on which the development of a new prod
uct thrives Commonly these concepts etc are inuenced by experiences with
the actual use of the product The feedback of these experiences is repre
sented by the arrow that moves up from the box marked 	Use
 in Figure 
Of course the life cycles are abstractions hence many combinations are con
ceivable including a unique product for one specic client in which a large
number of identical parts is used This would call for series production within
a clientdriven cycle
The production of software contrasts remarkably with the production of
other artefacts in two specic ways  First the production specication

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Figure 
 Two typical product life cycles for a market and a clientoriented
situation The shared activities are in the normal text style Free after 
and series production used in the marketingoriented product development
of software are trivial compared to the other tasks just copy Second the
border between product specication and the construction of software is not
as clear cut as it is for other artefacts Most often construction is absorbed by
product specication The nal specication deliverable is the construction
better known as the implementation
Let us now instantiate the life cycle for the purpose of software produc
tion To that end let product specication software specication absorb
Series productionConstruction In software engineering needs analysis is
also known as requirements engineering Requirements engineering together
with software specication can be joined in a stage of the process that is
referred to as software development Because construction is seen as part of
specication software implementation is a stage that is conned to Distribu
tion  salesContract completion and Installation
In the software development stage requirements engineering and software
specication are actually convoluted processes in which three types of deliver
ables play a major role the objectives specication the behavioural specica
tion and the decomposition specication Initially requirements engineering
delivers an objective specication This is followed by a behavioural speci
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Figure  The regulatory cycle After 
cation which forms a contract between requirements engineering and software
specication both subprocesses are involved in its conception Next software
specication produces a decomposition specication Objectives specications
for the components of this decomposition specication can be derived from the
behavioural specication In cases where decomposition specication is not
the implementation the process can start again
In a verication from the point of view of a decomposition the specic
higherlevel behavioural specication to test against is known as the service
specication
The specication activities have now been placed in the product devel
opment cycle In the next section I will discuss patterns in problem solving
and problems encountered during engineering This will help in structuring
specication activities
 Problem solving in engineering
Based on the fact that actual information among other things is used to
steer the next iteration of a product life cycle this process can be classied as
a regulatory cycle or feedback loop a category of very basic processes which
have received much attention through cybernetics  The general form
is presented in Figure  from the specication development stages in the
product life cycle map to the 	plan to action
 step in the regulatory cycle
Stages found in the regulatory cycle also appear within stages of the life cycle
For example a manager may assign a job to person P  If P fails the manager
may decide to assign the task to dierent and more qualied person Another
example is a test to see whether a certain software fragment with a certain
choice of values as its parameters accomplishes a task within a certain amount
of time
Two other important cycles that one may encounter in stages of the prod
uct life cycle are the engineering cycle and the empirical cycle of discovery 
known simply as the empirical cycle
The engineering cycle and the empirical cycle are derivatives of the rational

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Figure  An instantiation of the rational problem solving cycle the engineering
cycle After 
problem solving cycle The general pattern of this cycle is start with the
establishment of a situation identify a problem therein and determine an
objective Then generate solutions These solutions are then analyzed in
order to come to an estimate of their preconditions eects and side eects
Depending on the analysis results an evaluation is carried out regarding the
objective Finally a solution is chosen Of course one can also loop to an
earlier stage of the process The engineering cycle is depicted in Figure 
Typically the engineering cycle is applied during the product development
stage of a product life cycle eg the engineering cycle is used in the needs
analysis step of the product life cycle in Figure 
With regard to the general rational problem solving cycle the solution
one seeks in the engineering cycle is the product specication of a product
that is expected to meet the objective Here one bumps into the essential
dierence between the engineering cycle and the regulatory cycle in the engi
neering cycle a solution is chosen based on estimated eects whereas in the
regulatory cycle a solution is chosen ie the cycle is left based on actual
observed eects The development of software using genetic algorithms could
be classied as regulatory because the development selection of algorithms is

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Figure  Another instantiation of the rational problem solving cycle the empirical
cycle of discovery After 
based on their actual behaviour This breaks with the traditional engineering
approach What about the majority of current practices From the common
observation that it is often accepted practice to construct software products
using trial and error the question arises whether software engineering can be
considered true engineering Based on the denition of the engineering cycle
and from these observations this could be denied  However given the
hypothesis that software is an artefact it might be considered useful to apply
the general rules of engineering to software production as well This attitude
pervades this thesis A wellknown example which illustrates that it is possi
ble and rewarding to strive for a formalized and predictable engineeringtype
process is the software on board the space shuttle  This observation
leads to a discussion of the goals of software engineering in Section  and to
a discussion on the approaches to the goals in Section  Obviously one of
these approaches is the formal approach Section 
Finally we are ready to discuss the other derivative of the rational cycle
the aforementioned empirical cycle The empirical cycle depicted in Figure 
is a procedure that is often followed in order to describe a part of the existing
world or to nd a way to explain phenomena in the world As shown by the

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scheme the possible solutions generated by the rational cycle take the form
of hypotheses that intend to explain certain observations and that are eval
uated based on their predictive merits In engineering the empirical cycle is
typically used to gather knowledge of the context in which a projected system
should operate In other words to come to a common understanding of the en
vironment This environment is often called the Universe of Discourse UoD
Furthermore the empirical cycle can be used to discover facts about a sys
tem
s predecessors or to nd explanations for a system
s failures or successes
A typical application of the empirical cycle is found in reverse engineering the
remodelling of an existing system Many of the case studies in this thesis have
a reverse engineering aspect eg the model of the trac regulation system in
Chapter 

is a typical result of reverse engineering Reengineering is the
process of redesigning an existing system which is typical in evolutionary de
velopment There is no example of reengineering in this thesis The followup
project by Bullens reported on in  may be classied as such There was
concern for proposing another architecture for a trac regulation system that
would preserve existing behaviour Reverse engineering is often a stage of a
reengineering process
One can structure the tasks in the engineering of computerbased systems
on a two dimensional grid See Figure  The horizontal axis is formed by an
engineering cycle generated by making the target of the cycle a specication
of the behaviour of a system The vertical is the decomposition hierarchy
This grid is known as Wieringa
s framework or the framework for short A
ctional development of a railway system is used to illustrate the workings of
this framework Suppose the initial analysis of the needs leads to 	ecient and
safe transportation of goods and people
 as the objective Several solutions
are proposed and simulated Evaluation elicits that railways will be cheap and
safe This meets the objective therefore railways are chosen and so forth
Because the problem solving process of reverse engineering and UoD modelling
are based on the rational cycle as is the engineering cycle the framework
can easily be applied to these processes as well
The depiction of the framework in Figure  can be said to be succinct
for two reasons First looping through the engineering cycle will lead to a
behavioural specication with an increasing level of detail This renement of
detail can be pictured as functional decomposition conform the Magic Square
of Harel and Pnueli  Second moving down in the hierarchy system de
composition is also an engineering activity decompositions are proposed and
evaluated However this is not made explicit Furthermore as decomposi
tion often leads to an increase in the number of subsystems the grid becomes

Note that references are made to chapters and sometimes to sections that may be stored
as separate les at the ENTCS site  The original text has been partitioned into preface
and the Chapters  to 	
 each part is stored in a separate le
 and each part has its own
bibliography and appendices To circumvent confusion
 a reference to a part of the thesis
outside the part at hand is followed by a bibliography style reference

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Figure  Wieringas framework a two dimensional framework for engineering activ
ities After  In order to illustrate the framework this table has been partially
completed with information about the development and construction of railways
pyramid shaped For instance the systems that aid people in the logistic
control of a railway yard appear at the same level of decomposition as the
VPI Nevertheless the gure nicely shows the recursion of the tasks captured
in the framework ie how activities aimed at behavioural specication and
decomposition specication are convoluted Consider the objective at a deter
mined level the result of the Analysis phase A behavioural specication is
generated in a renement process based on the engineering cycle the speci
cation says what functions are needed to meet the objective Next by means
of a renement process once again based on the engineering cycle a number
of subsystems is identied and objectives for these subsystems are extracted
from the behaviour of the system of the upper level The specication of the
decomposition explains how the subsystems work together to implement the
behaviour of the system With the focus at the objective of a subsystem one
is back at the initial situation All specication deliverables should motivate
the why of their contents The 	why
 explanation is the link in the hierarchy
of specication documents
The objective can be accompanied with an explanation of why the objec
tive was formulated This 	why
 explanation is the inverse of the 	how
 expla
nation 	Why
 	what
 and 	how
 are respectively captured in the previously
mentioned objective specication behaviour specication and decomposition
specication

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Dierentiating between 	why
 	what
 and 	how
 is dicult for software
systems A typical example is the debate on position of the UniSpec an ap
plication of EURIS a railway safety system specication language see Section
 of Chapter  of  What is the 	why
 of the system To guarantee safe
movement of trains 	What
 should the behaviour be The Dutch operational
and logistic railway philosophy 	How
 By assigning a process to each element
track signal point of the infrastructure and connecting these processes in
a communication network Why are these components conceived Together
they should constitute the 	what
 of the previous level the operational and
logistic philosophy What should then be the behaviour of a component in
order to contribute to that And 	how
 is the component constructed Et
cetera Problem with the UniSpec is that the initial steps of this process have
not been suciently documented For the unbiased observer the UniSpec
is a decomposition specication detailed to the level of an implementation
The railway engineer is at a loss He tries to go back and elicit the more ab
stract behaviour when constructing an implementation on certain hardware
The specication author thinks it is a behavioural specication In combi
nation with an underspecied semantics for EURIS this leads to a complex
divergence of opinions about the UniSpec
In  two additional dimensions for the framework are discussed viz
aspect and time The former enables one to categorize the engineering tasks
further eg render documentation and test suite specication separate engi
neering processes The latter makes it possible to specify order in time and
duration This is very interesting as with four dimensions it is quite possi
ble to compare the technical and methodical aspects of the various software
engineering methods as Wieringa illustrates convincingly in  A software
engineering method or approach is a set of techniques together with guide
lines that specify how to plan activities in the framework However for my
purposes the two dimensional framework suces
The basic engineering ingredients necessary for the rest of the thesis have
been presented by means of the discussion in this section In the next section
I will discuss what are often considered goals for the software engineering
community and the desirable properties of the ingredients
 Qualities and software engineering
The basic patterns of engineering processes have been discussed in the pre
vious sections The prime target of such a process is according to Goldratt
to make money  Others formulate the 	top level
 goal in other words
or by using derived formulations eg the TQM view is the goal is customer
satisfaction and in  one talks about the ability to develop and deliver re
liable usable software within budget and schedule commitments Van Vliet
phrases it more succinctly as productivity and quality  These positions
are clear cut Nevertheless intermediate targets are needed in order to ar

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rive at properties of specications the prime software engineering artefacts
Therefore a number of properties of processes products and intermediate
deliverables have been identied that could and should relate functionally to
the top level goal but are formulated at a less abstract level The rst step
is to aim at an engineering approach to software construction and to dene
precise development process models and operational procedures Renements
of these processes lead to properties of artefacts produced and used in the
process Some of these in cases where properties of specications at issue are
the main subject of this section Following Ghezzi Jazayeri and Mandrioli
I prefer to refer to such a property with the term 	quality
  Please note
however that the whole software engineering enhancement eort itself may
be seen as an application of the regulatory cycle aimed at the enhancement
of software engineering in which rational cycles are applied The empiri
cal cycle generates tests and selects hypotheses based on problem sources
The engineering cycle generates tests and selects solutions By posing the
question what is wrong with software engineering we nd ourselves in the
Observation stage of an empirical cycle
In the following a number of qualities is presented It does not seem dif
cult to motivate their presence to some extent because they all sound so
indispensable Most of them were identied quite some time ago see eg
Boehm  and are presented in some form or other in many other places
 More importantly the Capability Maturity Model CMM men
tions the qualities of specication deliverables and the CMM is endorsed
by concrete ideas and procedures that have proven to be sound in practice
The text on CMM repeatedly adds that the exact choice of properties is
processorganizationdependent  It shows to some extent  the expla
nation is not elaborate on this point  how the properties of subordinate
activities and artefacts follow from the process properties specications are
subordinate and their properties should thus follow from the demands of the
process
The ideas about the quantitative measurement of qualities are quite old
They can be traced back to the work of statistical quality control in the s
according to  see also  However it may be only now with the ripening
of the production process and software metrics and the elaborate formaliza
tion of production processes eg CMM or ISO
s SPICE initiative 
that a more rigorous and quantitative assessment may be applicable in prac
tice That does not mean that the discussion on the qualities themselves has
reached its conclusion For instance in  three denitions of completeness
are studied and it is argued that it is most likely an unattainable property
one which can only be approximated The qualities depend on one another
as well It may come as a surprise that the inuence is not necessarily positive
 For example increased memory eciency may lead to a deterioration
of legibility A rm assessment of the qualities is out of scope in this thesis
The qualities are taken for granted in this thesis However I expect it would

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be rewarding to provide a thorough treatment of the relation between the
qualities of specications measures to inuence them and metrics A step is
made in that direction for administrative systems in 
Qualities are attributes that relate to various aspects of the stages in the life
cycle of a product Hence there are qualities that relate to the nal product
for example as well as to the specication documentation and structure of the
development project Obviously the relative emphasis on the qualities varies
from production process to production process In Section  I succinctly
discuss qualities of specications that seem to be the most primordial The
presentation ie the order and key names for most qualities is based on the
presentation in   and  In Section  I mention a number of
additional and related qualities Afterwards in Section  I discuss qualities
related to products and processes An overview of the qualities discussed
except the additional and related ones is given in Table 
 Qualities of requirements and product specications
In Section  three types of specications were identied respectively the
specication of objectives behaviour and decomposition Please recall that
an implementation was identied as a decomposition specication Qualities
of the specications are presented here It is not necessary to dierentiate the
qualities per type of specication The qualities are valuable for all three
Communicability
A specication should be communicable A specication is a means of com
munication between the various parties involved at a certain stage of develop
ment and in the long run the specication may serve during documentation
writing maintenance and evolution In order to be communicable a speci
cation should be clear  understandable and unambiguous In other words it is
important that specications have a logical structure and that their contents
are predictable to some extent
Trueness
A specication should be true This means that the specication is genuine
honest and accurate with respect to its type and contents This means for
example that a behavioural specication should be restricted to behaviour
and clearly state its position to related specications It should faithfully re
ect the state of knowledge and intentions Finally the distinction between
the important and additional or auxiliary notions should be clear Note that
trueness does not guarantee that the specication is indeed the answer to the
problem see 	correctness
 for this issue
Traceability
Traceability is a quality related to many others A specication as well as the
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Overview of Qualities
notions introduced within them should clearly show the relations and depen
dencies on other documents and notions dened elsewhere For example it is
important for communicability that it is clear where certain notions which are
referred to are dened Furthermore design decisions and argumentation for
choices should be recorded and linked to the various specications documents
Completeness
A specication should be complete This means that the specication de
scribes and conforms to all needs required ie functions and subproducts
Furthermore it means that a specication should dene all new notions ie
all notions that are used and that have not been dened elsewhere One should
be careful with tacit knowledge and incomplete domain knowledge All parts
of the specication are written no omissions and items 	tobesupported

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Feasibility
To give the whole lot of qualities meaning a specication should be feasi
ble Feasibility expresses that the specication is consistent ie not self
contradictory and not contradictory with the environment Furthermore it
expresses that the ideas presented in the specication can be eectuated ie
there are no highrisk issues that render the success of construction and main
tenance doubtful Performance eciency and costeectiveness are related to
feasibility see also Section 
Veriability
A specication should be veriable as well A specication is veriable when
it can be shown in an economically feasible way that the specication fulls
certain targets or has certain properties Therefore a specication is ideally
augmented with observation procedures that will be used to elicit the confor
mance to chosen properties  For example the specication of objectives
should be clearly answered by the specication of behaviour the decomposi
tion specication should model a system with the behaviour intended by the
behavioural specication In the ideal situation it is veriable that a product
satises its specication
Maintainability
A specication should be maintainable Software does not wear out There
fore maintenance has a dierent connotation than usual when it comes to
software systems It refers to three activities namely corrective maintenance
adaptive maintenance and perfective maintenance The rst refers to correc
tion of errors the second to the adaptation of the systems in response to a
changing environment and the third to the adaptation of the systems to meet
new requirements or functionality demands The corresponding qualities are
reparability for the rst and evolvability  modiability or exibility for the lat
ter two Reparability refers to the ease with which erroneous behaviour can be
related to specic parts of a set of specications and then corrected Evolv
ability refers to the ease with which specications can be adapted to meet
new demands It is important that the specications are traceable for both
qualities After all a change in one document could possibly mean changes in
other documents
Reusability
A specication should be reusable That is it should be possible to use a spec
ication in dierent contexts or applications that require similar functionality
The reusability of specications depends on generality implementation inde
pendence and modularity Because the intricacies of new applications cannot
always be fully foreseen reusability also depends on evolvability
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Correctness
Correctness can be seen as a meta property that can be attributed to other
qualities Software can be seen as correct when it adheres acceptably to the
above mentioned qualities as well as the qualities to be discussed further on
Usually however correctness is understood in the following two ways
First as a relation between a behavioural specication of a system and
one of its decompositions  ultimately its nal decomposition ie its imple
mentation That is a decomposition is correct when it behaves according to
the behavioural specication Note that the denition presupposes the exis
tence of a behavioural specication an implementation and some means of
establishing that an implementation behaves according to the specication
Please note that with this connotation a correct system may operate faultily
in other words the behavioural specication can still be wrong
Second correctness can operate as a relation between the behavioural spec
ication and the specication of the objective When seen together with the
correctness of the implementation with respect to the behavioural specica
tion this means that a product is the answer to the objective The activity of
assessment of the rst connotation is called verication the second validation
In the words of Boehm  Am I building the product right verication
Am I building the right product validation
The ultimate goal is the unimpeachability of the assessment of correctness
In a formal setting this can be fully realized The relation in this case is an
equivalence Correctness is in principle an absolute characteristic However
it must often be approximated Most often assessment takes a lot of hand
waving An important reason for this is that the behavioural specications
are often of low quality In a fully formal setting it may be that it is simply
too dicult to provide complete proof
 Related and additional qualities
From the presentation above it is clear that qualities are thoroughly related to
one another and other properties See  and  for work on this Qualities
appear under dierent names and other orderings eg in  consistency is
a separate quality and veriability is called testability
A thorough treatment on completeness and incompleteness can be found
in  Nine sources for incompleteness are identied there
A quality that captures a weaker form of correctness is reliability or de
pendability  Reliability is the probability that a system will behave as intended
over a specied interval of time Therefore strictly speaking correct systems
are reliable The opposite however is not true Another related quality of
correctness is robustness Robustness refers to 	acceptable
 behaviour in cir
cumstances that were not anticipated in the behavioural specication

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 Qualities of products and processes
Almost all of the qualities in the previous section concerned the specications
internal to the production process of a system The qualities in this section
focus on the production process itself and the product as such
UserFriendliness
While userfriendliness is one of the most popular qualities it is also one of
the most poorly understood I will not try to determine a denition because
I think userfriendliness is too highly dependent on circumstances After all
who is the user Is he or she experienced or a novice What is his role Is the
user human In most cases userfriendliness must be specically dened for
the application and with respect to the roles of the 	user
 involved It may be
approximated by a weighed combination of other qualities eg learning time
correctness performance and interoperability 
Performance
In general a system executes specic tasks on specic objects using specic
resources Performance says something about the size and volume of the ob
jects in relation to the capacity of the tasks and the demand on resources
For many artefacts performance can be easily expressed in numbers eg the
rotation speed of a drill the operations per second of a processor This type
of measure does not meet the needs of software for two reasons First the
performance of software greatly depends on the environment especially the
hardware on which it runs Second the relation between task size and re
sources is often complex Performance is therefore additionally expressed in
a more abstract way that hinges on the intrinsic capabilities This is called
the e	ciency of the software Complexity theory is the science that supplies
the measures and terminology to capture performance Therefore technically
speaking eciency is performance
Portability
Portability expresses the ease with which a piece of software can be made to
operate in a new environment while preserving adherence to all qualities The
environment is often composed of other software components rmware and
hardware Portability is related to reusability in the sense that portability
enhances the reusability
Interoperability
Interoperability is the ability of a system to interface with other systems
This can be restricted to mere coexistence but can also be expanded to in
clude advanced forms of cooperation such as those facilitated by open system
architectures and APIs Interoperability relates to portability in the sense
that interoperability lessens the dependence on a specic environment and
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thus contributes to portability The same holds true for reusability
The above qualities discussed the 	output
 of a production process ie the
product and the deliverables that play a role in the process ie specications
Below some qualities are discussed that apply to the production process as a
whole These qualities are merely touched upon as a more elaborate treatment
is beyond the scope of this thesis
Productivity expresses the eciency of the software production process
An ecient process delivers products quickly and cheaply Below two qualities
are discussed that make an important contribution to productivity timeliness
and visibility
Timeliness is also a property of the production process It is the ability to
produce a deliverable item eg specication product on time Timeliness
depends on the ability to precisely dene the tasks needed to produce the
deliverable as well as the relations and dependencies among the tasks and the
ability to assign the proper resources needed to accomplish the tasks
Visibility is closely related to timeliness Visibility is also a processrelated
quality and is a prerequisite for timeliness and productivity A software pro
duction process is visible if the status of the process can be clearly and un
ambiguously shown This consists of clarity about which steps have been
completed which steps are being executed and which steps will follow
The qualities that have been dened as properties of a product correctness
reliability and robustness can also be applied to the production process A
process is correct when it functions exactly as predicted for the production of
a product A process is reliable if one can depend on it A process is robust
when it also performs acceptably reliable in unforeseen circumstances
Finally I mention a number of properties that I do not consider qualities
because I believe that they do not have the same degree of universal value as
the qualities discussed in the previous sections In  we nd the property
of security  which is the ability to prevent the unauthorized use of systems
and data However Ghezzi et al  do discuss this quality as application
dependent because it is normal for information systems In addition they
propose the qualities data integrity  data availability and transaction perfor
mance for that type of system I think all these qualities should be stated in
the objectives when considered appropriate
 Software engineering approaches
Although there is a myriad of approaches there are many similarities making
categorization feasible There are some major basic assumptions the engi
neering approach should be followed and a production process is a structured
rational and repeatable path through the Magic Square  Apart from the
engineering cycle and the Magic Square virtually all the approaches strive
to increase the adherence to qualities such as the qualities presented in the

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previous section There are of course dierences in the emphasis on qualities
and categories of qualities For example CMM is aimed at the production
process as a whole It species properties of tasks and deliverables However
it does not specify the techniques to be used Formal techniques may oer
only the technology for a particular stage of the process and do nothing about
the rest
The purpose of this section is to position formal specication technique
amidst the other approaches In Section  some very general process
oriented approaches are presented Some more specic engineering models
follow in Section  Finally in Section  we come to supporting technol
ogy Here the emphasis is on formal specication technique However I start
in Section  with a discussion on the terminology centred around the words
	technique
 and 	method

 Terminology
 method versus technique
In software practice 	method
 has the connotation of a set of engineering pro
cess related rules and guidelines whereas formal methods have in general a
much more narrow scope This turns out to be confusing for a substantial
number of people active in software engineering I once again found proof of
this at a seminar in May  titled 	Industrial Application of Formal Meth
ods
 which was organized by Nico Plat et al of Cap Gemini A large part of
the audience was at a loss about the interpretation of the term 	formal meth
ods
 Strictly speaking a method is a systematic and wellconceived means
of working to reach a goal In one connotation a technique is a method but
the opposite is not true In this case a technique is a procedure which can be
perfectly managed and which leads to the desired goal with a high degree of
certainty A method tends to be less detailed and closer to a set of guidelines
A method often uses a technique in this way for subtasks In a second con
notation the word 	technique
 serves to address all applied science methods
tools guidelines and approaches that serve a certain branch of human activity
cf the use in 	aviation technique
 According to Webster
s Dictionary tech
nique is the entire body of procedures and methods of a science art or craft
 Therefore I suggest using 	formal specication technique
 to address the
whole of the formal approach languages supporting theory tools method
ical ideas and procedures 	formal method
 to address systematic means of
working as part of the engineering process that uses results from the realm of
the formal specication technique and 	formal technique
 or 	technique
 for
detailed procedures 	Technique
 is also used to address a subset of a constel
lation of methods techniques tools and related knowledge and approaches
at some level of abstraction For instance one has the SPRINT Method and
the RAISE method both formal methods  But one can also talk
about the technique of the SPRINT Method in order to focus on Cold and
the mathematics behind it  In conclusion the term 	formal specication
technique
 will be used to address that which is generally addressed by others
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as 	formal methods

 General and overall processoriented methods
In this subsection I mention a couple of inuential initiatives and concepts
that have an organizationwide and sometimes even wider scope The cen
tral issue is not the specic management of software development processes as
such but management and quality in general At the very general level the
Total Quality Management approach TQM is wellknown  The Capa
bility Maturity Model is an application of the process management concepts
of TQM to software  Furthermore CMM has imported many sound
ideas for example by looking carefully at eective and ecient software de
velopment processes which were gathered from interviews and discussions with
many experts in the eld The CMM is a framework that describes the fun
damental elements of a software development process that delivers quality in
time and within budget Furthermore the CMM describes an improvement
path with ve layers It precisely describes the goals commitments prereq
uisites actions and use of data gathering for measurement and verication
necessary to rise along the scale The scale is also designed to be used for
process assessment The CMM is abstract in the sense that specic tools
methods or technique are not mentioned except as examples
Other initiatives are ISO  and SPICE  There are many
more eg Bootstrap but I will limit myself to the above two ISO  series
of standards is very general and like TQM it does not focus on software
Standard ISO  is devoted to quality assurance in design development
production installation and servicing The guideline ISO  is ISO 
applied to software ISO  and ISO  dier from CMM in the sense
that CMM oers a path for growth whereas ISO species the minimal criteria
for an acceptable quality system according to 
Software Process Improvement and Capability dEtermination SPICE
concentrates on software as does CMM However the scope is wider than
with CMM For instance SPICE takes customer support into consideration
According to  it is more elaborate with respect to the implementation
of processes For instance it takes management practices technology and
software development practices into account
 Specic integrated engineering methods
The process concepts of the previous section are intended to be independent
of the application domain and implementation technique Many software en
gineering approaches have been formulated and used which are more focused
on specic domains or stages of the product life cycle or which have been
inspired by certain paradigms or which prescribe certain methods and tech
niques Here I will mention a couple of these My purpose of this is twofold
First a discussion on software engineering approaches cannot be complete
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without mentioning wellknown techniques Second such a discussion illus
trates the abstract notions and views of Section  especially Figures  and
 the product life cycle and the framework respectively Finally I think
that the results from the realm of formal specication technique can be more
clearly positioned after such an introduction
In the more or less administrationoriented domain Structured Analysis
 Jackson System Development  Structured Systems Analysis and
Design Method  are typical examples of methods that cover most stages
of product development ie from the analysis of needs to detailed procedu
ral description NIAM  is a method for requirements capture Typical
specication techniques one encounters here are entityrelationship diagrams
data ow diagrams and state transition diagrams see for example  The
structured programming by Dijkstra and Hoare as well the objectoriented
schools that succeeded it to some extent eg Booch and CORBA  are
less domainrestricted and more directed towards program organization
An example of a method for a specic domain is Jonker
s SPRINT Method
 This method uses the wide spectrum formal specication language Cold
 SPRINT describes how to develop the software components for audio
visual consumer electronics eg televisions in a marketdriven life cycle
Now I will discuss two activities supporting the methods which are increas
ingly gaining attention First a new methodological discipline is emerging that
focuses solely on decomposition structures Its aim is to identify the common
alities peculiarities and pitfalls of the often encountered decompositions and
how to use this knowledge to gain an advantage in product development
Software decompositions are called software architectures  Second the
measurement of properties of processes and deliverables are evolving  
reports on a quantitative assessment of the use of the formal specication
technique in a large project In  metrics are completely integrated in what
are called 	personal software processes

In terms of the patterns from Section  one could picture the emergence
of results such as CMM and SPICE as follows The software engineering dis
cipline has been looping in a regulatory cycle for decades One experimented
in many directions the approaches mentioned above are proof of this Ap
proaches such as CMM and SPICE are the output of an empirical cycle that
is used to elicit the best practices and to hypothesize the behavioural charac
teristics of software engineering processes
 Formal techniques languages and tools
The previous two sections were devoted to highlevel process models and more
specic software engineering approaches This section presents parts of the
nal level in this rough stratication which contains techniques languages
and tools The discussion will focus on the languages I used in the cases and
on some languages that appear to be the established and important formal
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specication means for mainstream product development The reader may
notice my caution here there is simply too much going on to claim any type
of thorough coverage whatsoever
Note that the majority of the ospring of the realm of formal speci
cation technique appears here In my opinion the methodical inuence is
rather limited There are software engineering processes designed around for
mal languages These are however in the minority I already mentioned
the SPRINT Method Another example is PROPLANE  The latter is a
language plus software environment with which one can administer transfor
mations on specications in some usually formal language Moreover one
can register decisions argumentations and type of transformations
Most other members of the formal family oer a language plus some tool
support The languages all have a formally dened syntax and semantics
Syntax denes the meaningfulallowed expressions of the language Some
times some help of the meaning is needed to decide on whether an expression
is allowed This additional information is laid down in the static semantics
The expressions allowed are called formulas
The formal or mathematical semantics assigns a mathematical construc
tion to each formula Typically these constructions are taken from a versatile
and stable domain of mathematics For example set theory lambda calculus
and universal algebra theory are often used in semantical denitions Despite
all formal ambitions there are languages in which the semantics are unclear
or at least subject to discussion A typical example in this respect is SDL 
Some languages are supported by a proof theory that consists of theorems
about the language and that species a framework for the proofs of assertions
about formulas of the languages An example is the proof theory for CRL
Regular programming languages are formal to some extent the syntax is
welldened the formality of the semantics varies ML is formal in the above
sense but C is not
The majority of the languages are directed to specication somewhere in
product development or the modelling of the Universe of Discourse UoD
The tool support can vary but a syntax and static semantics checker are most
often available The latter is also called type checker Additional tools are
for instance animatorssimulators model checkers proof assistants pretty
printers compilers from the specication languages or an executable subset
to programming languages such as Prolog Lisp C or machine code
Another category of formal specication languages is formed by the lan
guages and tools for formal verication  because they are not intended to
model systems but rather to model specications assertions on them and
proofs or refutations of the assertions Examples of this latter category are
Coq and HOL 
The category of formal specication languages that are intended to be used
for system modelling may be structured in various ways One often nds the
languages categorized by semantics modeloriented versus algebraic Or on
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sequential concurrent
algebraic ACT ONE  ACP 
ASF SDF  LOTOS 
CIPL  PSF 
Larch  ToolBus script language 
PLUSS 
modeloriented B  CCS 
Cold  CSP 
VDMSL  IO Automata 
Z  Petri Nets 
Promela 
RSL 
SDL 
TemporalModal logics 
VVSL 
Figure  Categorization of some formal specication languages plus references to
the literature
two axes of categorization modeloriented versus algebraic and concurrent
versus sequential  I follow this approach further on It is however also
relevant to categorize languages with an eye on their most eective use in the
product life cycle and the framework Specication languages are mainly aids
in a production process In this respect it is useful to divide the languages
into wide spectrum and thematic  The former allow various levels of
abstraction and various styles of expression in an integrated way A typical
example of a wide spectrum language is Cold The latter are more restricted
in the selection of levels and styles eg ACP Remarks about the languages I
used in the cases with respect to level and style can be found in the conclusion
Section  of Chapter  of 
In Figure  some wellknown specication approaches and languages are
categorized with respect to the two axes However there are many many
more Therefore the listing gives an impression which hopefully comprises
the main lines The sequential modeloriented languages are often languages
based on multisorted rst order logic with ZermeloFraenkel set theory The
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specication language of VDM VDMSL uses a threevalued logic The idea
is to describe the state space of a system by means of set theoretic construc
tions on basic type such as naturals integers booleans reals and constructed
types These spaces can then be further specied ie constrained by means
of invariants Operations on the state space are modelled by relations In
the sequential languages in the gure there is no explicit means to order
operations the only restriction is that they may not be performed in parallel
The algebraic sequential languages take a dierent approach The seminal
idea is that a functional program can be modelled as a manysorted algebra ie
a mathematical structure consisting of sets of values and a set of total functions
that operate on these values Elegant classes of algebras can be specied in
equational logic Important work in this eld was done by Birkho  Many
extensions to this basic style were added see  for a survey of the eld The
term algebraic inates steadily to cover a growing area of related activity For
instance higher order functions are studied axioms can be specied in multi
sorted full rst order logic with equality in the more restricted sublanguage
as conditional equational logic or equational logic Respective examples of
these four groups are MLS Larch ASF SDF and ACT ONE Nevertheless
the algebraic style is still characterized by the dominant role of equalities and
classes of structures for semantics  algebralike structures  instead of one
specic model The latter contrasts the algebraic approach with the model
oriented approach Though the contrast with the modeloriented approach
seems large it is a somewhat sliding scale For instance on the one hand
one might argue whether ASF PSF ASF SDF the ToolBus script language
and maybe even CRL can be considered just as 	algebraic
 as PLUSS With
the semantics of the former some clear choices are made initial semantics
prevail for abstract data types and bisimulation equivalence on process terms
is almost chosen by default On the other hand PLUSS and Larch do not
seem to put a restriction on rst order formulas they belong to the 	inated

category of algebraic languages
When we move to the right in the gure we come to the algebraic speci
cation languages for concurrent systems Concurrency theories abstract from
the operations on data These are considered actions without much structure
The focus is on the relations between actions ie choices order concurrency
and synchronization Nevertheless for applied specication operations on
data are handy Hence specication languages with concurrency are typi
cally combinations of concurrency theory and some formalism for data types
This holds true for the algebraic and the modeloriented category as well For
example ACP and ASF resulted in PSF LOTOS is another example of a
combination though the process component CCS is strictly a calculus ie a
xed model the classication pinches
Going down one level we come to model orientation and concurrency
CSP CCS and ACP show many similarities and are known as process al
gebras ACP is less bound to specic semantics Therefore it is placed
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one level higher Petri nets represent another opinion on concurrency and
nondeterminism ie true concurrency Temporalmodal logics allow for a
declarative style of specication of properties of state spaces for interleaving
semantics In product development their role is often found in requirements
modelling and as addition for this purpose to other languages In that case
they are often called 	property languages
 An example of this is the modal
logic for CRL  Other wellknown logics are CTL and HennessyMilner
logic See  for an introduction and overview VVSL adds among other
things temporal logic to VDMSL in order to constrain concurrent operation
on shared state elements
There are many other things one could remark on about the formalisms Be
low I succinctly discuss some of these specically modules time the relation
to UoD and context of a specication and the step from specication to im
plementation
Virtually all languages support some kind of aids for structure and rene
ment We typically nd mechanisms for modularization hierarchical struc
turing of modules reuse by parametrization and renaming These features
are the most elaborate in languages that are aimed for use in product devel
opment eg PLUSS and VVSL In others that are more directed to study
of system behaviour these features are less developed eg ACP and IO Au
tomata They are mainly vehicles for the study of the essential and theoretical
aspects of computing rather than nice modelling features for the designer
Time is modelled in various ways in specication languages Some lan
guages have no inherent notion of time The sequential languages in Figure 
fall into that category One can of course model some type with the intuitive
meaning 	time
 In this way one produces a specication of some theory about
time and an activity in time The system one originally intended to model
is subjected to that theory This will make the specication quite involuted
In other languages a model of time is part of the language In general one
can think of temporal logics though they lack to my knowledge nice data
specication facilities A powerful means is therefore VVSL Languages for
concurrency also prove to be a good starting point Here the basic ingre
dients actions and order of actions are already available Intuitively this
order corresponds to order in time The next step is to add a more or less ex
plicit notion of time Time is typically characterized as continuous or discrete
Many examples exist for instance derivatives of ACP  and CCS  In
ACP is also experimented with space and time resulting in real space process
algebra  ExSpect is a language and tool environment based on timed Petri
nets  The scripting language of the ToolBus is based on a timed process
algebra Many other formalisms have two versions a timeless and a timed
eg LOTOS CRL
Time is continuous in character and the model to use is not obvious
There are many more continuous processes that are hard to handle in many
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specication languages because of their inherently discrete view of the world
For instance when physical quantities or processes have to be modelled eg
electrical signals temperature speed the same problems appear Instead of
trying to shoehorn these in an abstract model one can also try to accept their
idiosyncrasies and try use them to an advantage The study of hybrid systems
explores this route 
The nal aspects I discuss concerning specication languages is the inter
face with the UoD and the informal behavioural descriptions at the beginning
of requirements specication and the interface to implementations at the end
of product specication The step from informality to formality is largely
a methodical aspect The Toolkit for Requirements and Design Engineer
ing TRADE by Wieringa is a methodical approach that oers a number of
semiformal modelling techniques that have their roots in existing informal
techniques  Others studied the translation of wellknown semiformal
notation into formal notions or from one formal notation to another For
instance the relation of entityrelationship description into algebraic speci
cations  the semantics of dataow diagrams in process algebra  and
from requirements specication in ERAE to PLUSS 
The second interface is to implementations At this level the modelling
is reasonably formal therefore the issues become more concrete and result
in many tools A number of languages is accompanied by executable deriva
tives a renement to an executable level Larch consists of a core language
LSL and derivatives geared for the smooth transition to specic programming
languages A subset of the constructs of Cold can be used as an executable
programming language The algebraic languages with an equational logic ba
sis are operationalized by means of term rewriting  Though currently
these may not always lead to ecient code clearly it is a route for rapid proto
typing The ToolBus is a toolsupported technique to specify and implement
the architecture and interaction within heterogeneous distributed systems An
executable process algebrabased language is used to specify the interactions
between tools This forms the bus Language specic interfaces connect tools
in these languages to the bus Currently many interfaces already exist eg for
executable algebraic specication in ASF SDF and for programs in C Lisp
TCLTK and Perl
 Hypotheses
In the preface I said that I had the conviction that formal specication tech
nique can help to solve or at least mitigate problems that are encountered
in the practice of software engineering Furthermore I proposed a strategy to
proceed the bridgehead approach This conviction and strategy were based
on a number of ideas and expectations that I will now discuss and have made
explicit in the form of hypotheses In the conclusion I will return to the hy
potheses It should be noted though that the bridgehead approach was not a
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research item on its own However the experience with it in practice diered
so much from our expectations that it seemed wise to pay attention to this
aspect of the project My experience may be of help to others working in the
eld of applied formal specication technique For the sake of the uniformity
of the presentation I decided to present the expectations on the bridgehead
approach as hypotheses as well Please see Hypothesis  and  further below
In the following I often narrow the scope to the languages I actually used
I will refer to these as 	project languages
 or call them explicitly by name
The project languages are ACP ASF SDF CRL BPAr  PSF and the
ToolBus script language
The belief that the project languages had something to oer was motivated
by three clear properties they are concrete unambiguous and allow precise
assessment of assertions Below I will refer to the latter property as 	assess
ability
 Informal specication means have these properties to a far lesser
extent Therefore I expected that the project languages would be superior
in comparison with informal specication and would make a real dierence
in practice ie lead to higher quality and higher productivity This would
clearly make a dierence when applied in practice and when practitioners are
confronted with the techniques My 	primordial and raw
 notions of quality
concrete unambiguous assessable are actually extended and rened by the
qualities of Section  The latter enable me to rephrase what I just stated as
follows
Hypothesis  The project languages are superior in comparison with in
formal specication means with respect to the qualities This superiority will
show by a remarkable positive eect on the production process of software
Moreover the superiority of the formal texts will immediately be noticed by
information technology practitioners
Today this sounds rather naive to me However my aim here is a reconstruc
tion of the starting points and tenets the hypothesis corresponds well with
the euphoric and optimistic feeling some people including me had in those
days as long as you formally specify everything will turn out ne Below I
will expound on the roots of this positive view of the project languages and
the relation between my 	primordial and raw
 notions and the qualities The
other hypotheses follow after this
With concrete I mean that the notions that are featured in the languages
such as sorts functions predicates actions choices are not esoteric They
have a strong and clear relation with notions in reality computer systems and
programming languages Actually programming languages are close relatives
There is no real dierence if the syntax and semantics of a programming
language are formally dened
With unambiguous I mean that each formula in the language has only one
meaning ie in the semantics The question of whether items in a specication
are related in a clear manner to parts of the world will be addressed in the
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conclusion
Finally a formal specication is a mathematical theory about a system at
some level of abstraction Once again concreteness plays a role here Prop
erties or assertions about the specication or the system specied can be
formulated concisely and precisely A theory specication and an assertion
can be subjected to reasoning in a rigorous mathematical way can be sub
jected to formal proof and can nally even be subjected to formal verication
Formal verication is the check to determine whether a coding of the logical
foundations of the specication language the specication the assertion and
the proof are a formula in a higher level language
Although concreteness unambiguity and assessability may seem private
notions a literature and industry survey by Austin and Parkin revealed that
in  the benets of formal specication technique are too largely conceived
in these terms 
Below I give an optimistic argumentation of how the qualities from Section 
follow from the above three properties and seem to hold true for the results
from the realm of formal specication technique
Unambiguity concreteness and assessability render formal specication a
valuable means in the organization of thoughts and the capture of concepts
and ideas  One can experiment with the formalized notions in a straight
forward and concrete manner This conceptual clarity is a prerequisite for
any good text Provided that the notions in the specication are embedded in
informal text that clearly links them to notions in the world one may expect
that this encourages a good understanding of a system in the early stages
of the development Then communicability and trueness seem to be within
grasp
Formal specication languages encourage a structured presentation of con
cepts and notions This is because the languages at least most of them oer
facilities for modularization renement parametrization and reuse The over
loading of symbols is often allowed but only when individual occurrences of
symbols can be unambiguously be linked to a declaration Assumptions and
assertions on which decisions are based can be concise and clearly related to
specied notions even if they are not formally specied This clearly con
tributes to traceability 
Take the level of completeness to be the level of absence of incompleteness
In  nine sources of incompleteness are identied forming three categories
sources to eliminate sources to minimize and unavoidable sources I con
ne the discussion to the rst comprising external incompleteness ie the
specication does not adequately describe the application internal incom
pleteness ie the specication contains undened entities incomplete domain
knowledge ie the client or developer is not familiar with the domain inad
equate specication language ie the language is not capable of expressing
all properties and behaviour or not in a straightforward manner External
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incompleteness will be mitigated because of assessability Not only by means
of formal reasoning but also by specication simulation and communicability
and traceability here specically the relation of needs to low level function
ality Internal incompleteness will be mitigated by the mathematical style of
working a precise structure of denitions forms the bases of the texts and
the amenability to machine checking ie syntax and static semantics Incom
plete domain knowledge is mitigated because formal specication is a means
to construct domain knowledge Finally the project languages alone already
seem to cover the expressiveness needed see Hypothesis  below
As stated before formal specication encourages a good understanding of
an application and its environment This also leads to a clear view of the
construction as well as the possibilities and diculties that may arise during
further renement This together with assessability clearly has a positive
eect on feasibility 
In the same way one could argue that veriability is positively inuenced
Veriability may be seen as a direct result of assessability However rigorous or
formal assessment is not the only approach As formal specication enhances
the insight on pre and postconditions and invariants it can be well expected
to increase the coverage and precision of test suites
Maintainability and its related qualities such as reparability and evolv
ability are enhanced because of the enhanced understanding of the system
and clear structure and contents of the specication This leads to clear mod
ularization and better documentation Also a specication can be used as
a starting point for a theory of the type of application The evolution of a
system is endorsed by the evolution of the specication
Formal specication enables one to separate 	what
 and 	how
 This in
combination with modularization provides a powerful means to develop versa
tile reusable parts reusability both at the specication and implementation
level
Finally we come to correctness and its relatives reliability and robustness
From property assessability it follows that a specication can be validated in
a rigorous manner and can be veried in rigorous and even formal manner
In principle that is It has already been stated that this is mainly a dicult
and time consuming exercise More gain can be achieved from the enhanced
understanding of the environment needs requirements and the role of the
system This will result in enhanced correctness Reliability follows suit
Robustness can be increased by a deeper and more complete understanding of
the conditions and preconditions under which a system is supposed to operate
and as a result may help to allow a system to produce a judicious reaction in
case conditions fail to hold
This completes the presentation of the biased view on the positive proper
ties of formal specication technique In the following other hypotheses follow
What is the position of the project languages in the engineering process I
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expected that forward engineering would be the most rewarding type of en
gineering processes And within this process the best result could be found
in requirements engineering and the higher levels of product specication I
believed this because the strength of formal specication technique would best
be felt in endorsing the mental process involved in design Nevertheless I ex
pected that the formal specication technique could also be valuable in reverse
engineering and reengineering and close to implementation level Rephrased
in hypotheses this leads to
Hypothesis  The project languages are omniapplicable but will be most
benecial in the requirements engineering and early system decomposition phases
of a forward engineering process
Hypothesis  The project languages are su	ciently expressive for require
ments engineering down to detailed system decomposition ie no other lan
guage is needed
Then I expected that the project languages would be useful in the engineering
of applications for a large range of domains because the project languages
cover the modelling of static structure data types and dynamic behaviour
processes
Hypothesis 	 The project languages can handle the various demands of a
wide range of application areas
This with respect to the technical expectations Below the main starting
points for the formation of bridgeheads are discussed
Hypothesis  Once a formal specication of a system is available it will
arouse discussion with the industrial partner about the vast amount of easily
accessible system knowledge represented in this way This will lead to coop
eration in further product development and transfer of the formal techniques
to the industrial partner The industrial side of the bridgehead will thus be
formed
The following is a prerequisite for the formation of industrial bridgeheads
Hypothesis 
 The project languages can easily be integrated into existing
engineering practices of the industrial partners
The nal hypothesis captures the expectation with respect to the formation
of the academic side of the bridgeheads
Hypothesis  The formal specications will arouse academic interest The
specication will serve as a means to develop attractive themes In this way
domain theory will develop The academic side of the bridgehead will thus be
formed
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